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ITALY
001

PROSECCO BIO FRIZZANTE
CORVEZZO, TREVISO

€ 19.95

										

Organic. Love for tradition inevitably in the protection of the territory, since only harmony between man
and nature can grow a fruit destined to remain valuable over time.

002

PROSECCO BIOLOGICO
MILLESIMATO
€ 22.50
CORVEZZO, VENETO

The centuries-old passion for viticulture, and sincere love for for the land, comes a product that
identifies the present and the future of the family Corvezzo. Extremely fine, and for this reason even
more valuable, Terre di Marca Prosecco contains Bio the true taste of nature lovers with passion and
guards its precious fruits.

003

PROSECCO BIOLOGICO
RIFERMENTATO IN BOTTIGLIA
CORVEZZO, VENETO		

€ 23.50

			
The centuries-old passion for viticulture, and sincere love for the land, comes a product that identifies
the present and the future of the family Corvezzo.

004

PROSECCO SPUMANTE
CORVEZZO, VENETO

€ 22.50

Like a treasure chest filled with treasure, so every sip of Prosecco encompasses the passion, dedication
and perseverance with which the Family Corvezzo makes wine for generations.

005

MANIARDO lll

€ 29.95

VINO SPUMANATE VINI TOSCA, BERGAMO

										
Chardonay 85%, Pinot Grigio 15%. Quality sparkling wine. Traditional method. Aged for 30 months. Ideal
as an aperitive, and with delicate starters.
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006

BAGLIO CARUANA

€ 24.95

VINO SPUMANTE, SICILY

									

Crushed rocks, citrus with almond undertone. Crispy and fresh, dynamic bubbles, noble bitterness.
Not complex but pleasant and refreshing.

FRANCE
007

CREMANT D’ ALSACE
WOLFBERGER, ALSACE

€ 24.95

									

This sparkling wine is at heart intricate and delicate, a synonym for celebration. This effervescent is
made with five varietals of the Alsace valley region to which is added the Chardonnay grape. The fine,
light bubbles of the Crémants make these sparkling wines perfect companions to any festivity.

CHAMPAGNE
008

BRUT CLASSIC
CHAMPAGNE, DEUTZ

€ 55.95

The distinctive house style of elegance and finesse which has made Champagne Deutz one of the most
respected of all Champagne houses, is reflected in this fine non-vintage Champagne. Matured according
to traditional methods from a blend of several vintages from twenty of the best crus of Champagne, it
reaches a perfect balance of flavour.

009

AMOUR DE DEUTZ’ BLANC
DE BLANCS
€ 185.00
CHAMPAGNE, DEUTZ

									

Inspired by the graceful cherub, who represents the House of Deutz, Amour de Deutz is a rare Cuvee.
Amour de Deutz boasts the charm of youth that will soften with maturation to reveal the grapes ideal
qualities, which are harmoniously balanced for all the senses. Firm, with flavours of poached pear,
white raspberries, biscuit, ground ginger and blanched almond, followed by a vibrant finish. The most
romantic of Champagnes, made from only the finest white Chardonnay grapes and presented in a very
special bottle.
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MALTA
010

NEPTUNUS, VERMENTINO
SAN NIKLAW, ZEJTUN

€ 26.95

The Vermentino grapes are grown at the San Niklaw vineyard which is perched on a hillock and
exposed to south-easterly breeze (scirocco). The warm winds coming in from the sea facilitate ripening
and the salty air contributes to the persistent gustatory aromatic qualities of this variety. The wine has
a pale yellow colour. The nose is characterised by intense aromas of grapefruit, melon and green
apples accompanied by a minerality that reflects it terroir. The palate is characterised by intense tropical
fruit aromas and a balanced acidity giving an elegant, fresh and sapid enjoyable wine with a pleasant
minerality.

ITALY
011

DIECI GRANA- FIANO SALENTO
TRULLI DI PEZZA, PUGLIA

€ 22.95

Strawy yellow with great brightness appears to the smell with an intensity that denotes beautiful herbal
tones and a load of white pulp fruit. The sip is satisfying and marked by a beautiful verve of freshness
and flavour.

012

VIGNETI POLISENA
VALCALEPIO, TOSCA, BERGAMO

€ 21.50

Straw yellow colour with greenish nuances. Intense perfume with green apple notes that give strength
to the white flowers and fruit elements. Its taste is fresh. It is a very savoury wine.

013

BIANCO TASSO, CHARDONNAY
TOSCA, BERGAMO

€ 24.95

Golden yellow, intense and elegant aroma, body and personality. Memories of yellow flowers and fruits,
chamomile, sage, honey and banana.

014

GRILLO

BAGLIO CARUANA, SICILY

€ 24.95

Grillo, when vilified to a high standard, makes a fresh, light white wine with nutty, fruit-driven flavour
that include lemon and apple.
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015

GRILLO, CHARDONNAY

€ 24.95

BAGLIO CARUANA, SICILY

										
A soft to strong yellow, with citrus blossom and fruity aromas, with notes of white peaches and
grapefruits combined with hints of aromatic herbs, healthy acidity and a soft, round palate. Pairings:
grilled white meats and fish, seafood appetizers, vegetarian first courses.

016

PINOT GRIGIO

€ 21.95

CORVEZZO, VENETO

Kept in a territory from the age-old tradition, worked with fatherly love, waited for with great patience,
the Pinot Grigio embodies the passion, dedication and the care with which the Family Corvezzo have
been making wine for generations.

017

SAUVIGNON
CORVEZZO, VENETO

€ 21.95

Old as its cultivated land for thousands of years and as its name coined by Homer, Rosa dei Venti is
a testament to the passion with which the Family Corvezzo have been making wine for generations.
Delicate like a flower, that embodies the love for the territory, as a slight wind, cradling and caressing
every sip.

018

MANZONI BIANCO
CORVEZZO, VENETO

€ 22.50

Valuable, as the name of the scholar who discovered him, as unique as the Venetian lands that produce
it, Manzoni Bianco is the flagship of the Family Corvezzo. From the constant search for quality born a
refined and elegant wine is born, the supreme synthesis between tradition and innovation.

019

IL BORGO PINOT GRIGIO
BORGO SAVAIAN, FRIULI

€ 23.50

Friuli has built a glowing reputation for white wines made by relatively small wineries and estates.
Stefano Bastiani produces this elegant Pinot Grigio, which is particularly fresh on the palate. A wine that
is delicately fragrant and mildly floral with lightly lemon-citrus flavours.

020

IL BORGO SAUVIGNON
BORGO SAVAIAN, FRIULI

€ 22.50

Sauvignon Blanc is at its most fragrant and fresh when produced in cool climate areas such as the Friuli
Venezia Giulia region in Italy. A zingy fresh straw yellow, with subtle greenish highlight announces this
wine. The valley style wine reminiscent of cut grass, gooseberry, flint and nettles. The refreshing palate
is impressively balanced, with a firm structure, and the finish shows a compelling appeal.
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021

MOSCATO D’ASTI
CASCINA GALLETTO, PIEMONTE

€ 24.95

									

Moscato grapes harvested from vineyards in Valdivilla (Santo Stefano Belbo), a zone with a historic
reputation for fine Moscato. The grapes are deliberately picked late in order to obtain the maximum
sugar levels and give, its light sparkle and further develops the fine aromas of the Muscat grape.
Slightly sweet and light in alcoholic level.

022

ARNEIS LANGHE
FONTABIANCA, PIEMONTE

€ 22.95

100% Arneis, which is a typical but rare type of grapevine in the Piedmont. Aromas of apples and
cream. Medium-bodied, with a lovely, creamy texture and lots of fruit. Fresh acidity. Super clean and
well made.

023

GAVI

€ 21.95

PICOLLO ERNESTO, PIEMONTE 								

					

Cortese di Gavi, or simply Gavi. This Italian white wine produced in restricted area of the Province of
Alessandria, is a delicate well-structure white wine, delivering depth, length and overall balance.

024

GAVI DEL COMUNE
DI GAVI ROVERETO
PICOLLO ERNESTO, PIEMONTE

€ 24.95

The Picollo vineyards are situated in one of the best communes, Rovereto in the heart of the
‘dominazione’ and express the character of Gavi at its best. This wine is dry, spicy with a pleasant
mineral and floral tone and a mouthwatering refreshing and long finish. Ernesto Picollo Gavi di Gavi will
immediately seduce you the moment you tip your glass!

025

GRECHETTO COLLI MARTANI
PLANI ARCHE, UMBRIA

€ 22.95

Grechetto 100%. Fruity, intense characteristics. The Grechetto wine is low yielding and able to produce
concentrated flavours. Reference should be made to the particular qualities of Grechetto wines
belonging to the Colli Martani DOC, famous for its finesse and elegance.
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FRANCE
026

RIESLING GRAND
CRU SCHLOSSBERG
RINGENBACH ET FILS, ALSACE

€ 29.95

A complex and classic Riesling Grand Cru Schlossberg. The oldest riesling plots situated on the
Schlossberg slope. The Riesling Schlossberg is the richest of dry Rieslings. It has complex aromas of
great maturity; fleshy and in the same time, it has managed to keep the indescribable elegance of a
Riesling. This is a wine that can be drunk now or aged for a good number of years.

027

RIESLING

RINGENBACH ET FILS, ALSACE

€ 26.50

									

Among Alsace noble varieties, Riesling is the indisputable king. Elegant and dry, its aromas range from
delicate fruit such as lemon, grapefruit, peach and pear to richer expressions such as stewed fruits,
flowers and spices. The Riesling is abundant in freshness, opulence and a rich mid-palate.

028

GEWURZTRAMINER TRADIZIONELLE
RINGENBACH ET FILS, ALSACE

€ 28.50

									

Literally translated as spicy Traminer, “Gewurz” is an aromatic variety with an intense and complex
nose of exotic fruits (lychee, passion fruit, pineapple,mango), flowers (rose), citrus (orange peel) and
spices (gingerbread, peppermint,cloves and pepper). Layers of honey and ripe fruit also give this wine
an incomparably rich and expressive nose.

029

PINOT GRIS

RINGENBACH ET FILS, ALSACE

€ 26.95

									

Pinot Gris has a lovely yellow-gold or even amber colour. Generally less intense, yet with great
aromatic complexity, Pinot Gris often develops distinctive aromas of dried fruits, apricot and honey. This
is a noble wine that offers great substance, an admirable, lively roundness that tends toward a slightly
sweet opulence, but always underpinned by delightful freshness. It is the balance intensity that makes it
so attractive.

030

PINOT BLANC
WOLFBERGER, ALSACE

€ 21.95

									

This is the white varietal of the Pinot Noir, which explains their physical similarities (leaves and grapes).
Also called the Clevner, it gives supple wines with a touch of acidity for freshness.The bouquet is fresh
with fruity notes of apple and peach, embellished with a touch of floral aromas. On the palate the Pinot
Blanc is instantly fresh with average acidity, making it a pleasant wine for any occasion.
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031

SYLVANER

€ 21.95

WOLFBERGER, ALSACE

This youthful, thirst-quenching wine is perfect in the summertime. Clear in the glass with subtle hints of
green, the wine’s aroma is discreetly floral or fruity with notes of citrus, white flowers and freshly cut
grass. Its vivacity on the palate makes it a pleasant, thirst-quenching wine.

032

RIESLING

WOLFBERGER, ALSACE

€ 21.95

			

This variety is used to make fine wines. The Riesling grape variety provides dry wines characterized by
great freshness. Racy and yet slightly fruity, they are incredibly subtle, fine wines par excellence.In the
glass it is pale yellow with hints of green. In the nose it is subtle and racy, with lots of fruit scents like
citrus, or floral such as white dead-nettle or linden. Depending on the soil, the Riesling can have even
more aromas. The freshness revealed by its colour is the first thing you notice in the mouth, followed
by a marked fullness. As Vendanges Tardives or Sélection de Grains Nobles, they are the headiest of
wines, with a touch of sweetness.

033

PINOT GRIS

€ 21.95

WOLFBERGER, ALSACE
		
The grape is used to make wines with a certain aromatic richness.The Pinot Gris grapes make wines
that are aromatically incredibly rich. A superb, sustained yellow that moves towards amber in certain
wines, the Pinot Gris is not intense in the nose but the wine has different aromas (mushrooms, apricot,
honey, gingerbread and forest underbrush) that work together to make a complex, perfect balance. That
balance is omnipresent in the mouth, with a round wine that moves towards a slightly sweet opulence
without ever losing its freshness.

034

GEWURZTRAMINER
WOLFBERGER, ALSACE

€ 21.95

This aromatic grape of the old Tramier delivers lush, full-bodied wines. The Gewurztraminer, with
“gewurz” German for “spicy,” is a varietal used to make full-bodied wines with a powerful aroma. The
wine is an intense yellow with hints of gold, a result of the dark pink grapes. The scent is an explosion
of tropical fruits, citrus and spices, all blending into a fragrance that is both powerful and complex. This
well-built, full-bodied wine is ample and full on the palate, providing all the flavour the aroma promises.

035

MUSCAT

WOLFBERGER, ALSACE

€ 21.95

The pale yellow wine is tinted with silver, indicating its youth.The bouquet is one of simple aromas. The
scent of the grape is omnipresent, with occasional floral notes. One tastes its freshness first, followed
by a slight tartness. You almost feel as if you were biting into the grape.
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036

VIOGNIER

DELAS FRERES, VIN DE PAYS

€ 23.50

An intense, bright colour, with a golden hue. To the nose the specific aromas of the grape variety are to
the fore, with apricots, peaches, exotic fruits and preserved citrus fruit. The palate is both smooth and
fresh, finishing on hints of dried fruits.

037

SAINT ESPRIT

€28.95

DELAS FRERES, WHITE CÔTES-DU-RHÔNE

The colour has a golden straw hue with green tinges. The main aromas are reminiscent of white
flowers and yellow fruit, enhanced by touches of exotic and citrus fruit. On the palate, the wine is alert,
seductively suave and fresh.

038

LES LAUNES

€44.50

DELAS FRERES, WHITE CROZES-HERMITAGE

										
The colour is bright with a golden hue. The nose is expressive, with mainly floral aromas such as
hawthorn, lemon verbena, linden, mingled with hints of exotic fruits, such as lychees and mangoes,
together with citrus fruit. The palate is fresh and fruity, delightfully seductive.

NEW WORLD WINES
PORTUGAL
039

DUORO, BLANCO
PORCA DE MURCA			

€22.50

It is a young, citrine coloured wine with beautiful aromatic intensity of fresh floral notes combined with
suggestions of lime and white fruit. Flavourful and fruity, complemented with a lively acidity offering a
long, lasting finish, making it an ideal partner for meals.
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CHILEAN
040

SAUVIGNON BLANC
CASILLERO DEL DIABLO

€21.50

It has the colour of straw with green hues. The aromas are fresh and attractive with hints of citrus,
peaches and gooseberry. On the palate, the wine is elegant, round, and mouth-filling. The wine is also
balanced with attractive, crisp acidity.

SOUTH AFRICAN
041

SAUVIGNON BLANC
COLOMBARD		

€20.95

KUMALA

		

Bright wine, with light straw colour and hint of green tint. Fresh floral nose with hints of fresh cut grass.
Crispy acidity and citrus fruit. Refreshing and well structured.

AUSTRALIAN
042

CHARDONNAY SEMILLION
BADGERS CREEK

€20.95

Lightweight, wonderfully balanced flavour of wine is filled with pleasant notes of apple, peach and pear.

043

SAUVIGNON BLANC
HARDY’S		

€21.95

										
Pale straw with green hinge. Lifted citrus, tropical and herbaceous aroma. Clean tropical notes, with
passion fruit and a herbaceous grassy lift. Crisp finish.

044

CHARDONNAY, BIN 65
LINDEMAN’S

€24.95

			
Straw coloured. Aromas of fruit salad, peach, fig, rockmelon and toasty oak. Medium bodied with a
fresh, crisp finish.
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045

EAGLEHAWK CHARDONNAY
WOLF BLASS 		

€20.95

		

Light to medium straw. Fresh fruity aromas of peach and nectarine complemented with softly spiced
oak. A fresh, medium-bodied Chardonnay full of flavours of citrus and white peach, showing subtle oak
complexity and a crisp, soft, lingering palate.

NEW ZEALAND
046

SAUVIGNON BLANC
MUD HOUSE

€24.50

		

A pale lemon colour. On the nose aromas of snow peas, citrus and passionfruit. A beautifully balanced
wine. On the palate fresh greens and ripe tropical flavours. The crisp grapefruit like acidity extends the
palate to a long mouth-watering finish.
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050

ROSÉ D’ANJOU DOMAINE DE FLINES
LOIRE, FRANCE

€ 20.95

Made from Grolleau grapes, this rosé wine is salmon pink or cherry in colour. It is a pleasantly light,
lively and youthful wine. It offers a discreet nose with sweet fruit aroma.

051

SPEZIALE

€ 22.50			

TRULLO DI PEZZA, PUGLIA, ITALY

Rosé in its coral and luminous robe, it offers the smell of a pleasant intensity characterized by notes of
small red fruits of the delicate flesh, accompanied on the bottom by a memory of a canine rose. The
taste is fresh, balanced and perfectly closed with aromatic smells.

052

PINOT NOIR ROSÉ
WOLFBERGER, D’ALSACE, FRANCE

€ 21.95

The wines made with Pinot Noir grapes are light and only slightly tannic, and can be served chilled or at
room temperature. It’s a wine to be enjoyed young but some of the barrel-aged vintages could benefit
from some ageing. With aromas of cherry, blackberry and even raspberry, it can easily be served with
red meats, certain cheeses and any charcuterie. The Pinot Noir is quite pale compared to other red
wines, with a fruity, cherry bouquet.The tannins melt in the mouth, leaving way for the tastes of cherry,
raspberry and blackberry.

CHAMPAGNE
FRANCE
053

ROSÉ BRUT CLASSIC
DEUTZ CHAMPAGNE		

€ 65.95

This champagne is bottled romance! Made exclusively from the Pinot Noir grapes from the Montagne de
Remis region and also from Premier Crus and Grand Crus sites. A blanc de noir Champagne that offers
vibrant ripe flavours that remind us of strawberries and raspberries wrapped in a zesty, refreshing
texture. After almost three years ageing on it’s lees the aromas soften and deliver fresh finesse both on
the nose and on the palate.
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MALTA
100

CONTRADA TA’ FANGU SYRAH
SAN NIKLAW, ZEJTUN

€ 29.95

This concentrated Syrah is grown at the Ta’ Fangu vineyard. It has an intense dark ruby red colour.
On the nose it is complex and multifaceted with generous dark red fruit notes and cinnamon on a
background of elegant oak aromas. A rich unctuous mouthfeel with individual fruit aromas, acidity, soft
tannins and oak aromas expressed in a delicate balance that exudes finesse and proportion through its
silky texture. Contrada Ta’ Fangu is approachable in its youth and maybe drunk at once but will keep
for 5-10 years.

101

DESPATCH SANGIOVESE
SAN NIKLAW, ZEJTUN

€29.95

This Sangiovese Grosso is grown at Ras il-Wied vineyard. The wine is a clean ruby red colour.
The nose is elegant providing generous red fruit notes intertwined with spicy notes with particular
prominence of fennel which is reminiscent of the Maltese countryside. On the palate this wine is well
balanced and takes on pleasant oak aromas in the course of its ageing which complements its fruit and
spicy notes making it a refined experience. It may be drunk at once but will benefit from a period of
ageing 5-10 years.

102

KAPPELLA SAN NIKOLA
MOURVEDRE, SAN NIKLAW, ZEJTUN

€34.50

This Mourvedre is grown at the small Tal-Wilga vineyard. The excellent expression from this clone
has dictated its bottling as a monovarietal. The colour is medium purple red. The nose is perfumed
by intense floral notes, dry red rose petals in particular, intertwined with soft red fruit aromas and a
notable spicy character with an earth, truffle flavour. The palate is distinct and characterised by intense
red fruit accompanied by spicy notes with elegant velvety tannins in harmony with acidity.

ITALY
103

PINOT NERO
CORVEZZO, TREVISO

€ 21.95

From the constant search for quality and the secular passion for viticulture, comes a product famous all
over the world, and a symbol of Italian culture. Its global dimension fits well with the philosophy of the
Family Corvezzo, which generations preserves the ancient traditions and spreads everywhere the love
for their land.
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104

CABERNET FRANC
CORVEZZO, TREVISO

€ 21.95

Delicate like a flower, that embodies the love for the territory, as a slight wind, cradling and caressing
every sip. colour with greenish nuances. Intense perfume with green apple notes that give strength to
the white flowers and fruit elements. Its taste is fresh. It is a very savoury wine.

105

ROSSO RISERVA
CORVEZZO, TREVISO

€29.95

This ruby red reserve wine is aged in barriques for 36 months. A full body, well balanced and
harmonious, elegant and gently tannic wine.

106

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO
VAONA, VENETO

€22.50

This Valpolicella classico obtained from the grape varieties Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara presents a
ruby red colour, and intense vinous bouquet and a well-structured flavour. It goes well with rice dishes
and red meats.

107

PEGRANDI RIPASSO VALPOLICELLA
CLASSICO SUPERIORE
€26.50
VAONA, VENETO

Ripasso della Valpolicella is a red wine produced by putting Valpolicella Classico under a second
fermentation by adding the skins remaining from Amarone and Recioto production. This wine making
process imparts additional complexity, tannin, body, and slightly higher alcohol to the wine. Both the
body and price point of this wine are somewhere between a Valpolicella Classico and a true Amarone.
A baby Amarone is more approachable on both the plate and the wallet.

108

PAVERNO AMARONE DELLA
VALPOLICELLA
€48.95
VAONA, VENETO

Amarone wine of great personality produced from the classic Veronese grape varieties Corvina,
Rondinella and Molinara. It is a good accompaniment to seasoned cheese varieties. It is best to uncork
the bottle at least two hours before the meal. Serve at temperature 18 deg. celcius.

109

PEGRANDI AMARONE DELLA
VALPOLICELLA
€59.50
VAONA, VENETO

Pegrandi is a vineyard located in the heart of the Classic Valpolicella region, composed of
autochthonous grape varieties Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara. Form special care and refinement
comes a wine with a consistent body, a good structure and a strong personality. A great wine to age, it
goes very well with red meats and seasoned cheese varieties.
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110

PEGRANDI RISERVA AMARONE DELLA
€95.00
VALPOLICELLA
VAONA, VENETO

Amazing wine from a vineyard by the same name, owned by the Vaona family, located in the municipal
district of Marano di Valpolicella, in the heart of the Classic Valpolicella region. To produce the wine,
Alberto Vaona personally selects the grapes from his top vineyards with great accuracy. The riserva is
refined in French durmast wood barrels of medium capacity (10hl) for approximately 36 months followed
by an additional year in bottle. An intense nose of red fruit preserved in alcohol, cherry, plum, all well
combined with noble and persistent spicy scents, with scents of dark chocolate and tobacco notes
arising with maturity. Rich bodied, soft and persistent on the palate, with well balanced alcohol, high
extract, and a particularly intense mineral note on the finish.

111

LE PEAGANE’ RECIOTO DELLA
VALPOLICELLA
€35.95
VAONA, VENETO

PEAGNE is a sweet, full bodied wine with a delicate, fruity bouquet. Obtained from the grape varieties
Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara carefully selected and left to rest on special racks. Excellent wine for
the end of the meal, it goes well with dry pastry. On the palate Recioto is sweet, with wonderful fruit
flavours and well rounded tannins that give it a velvety texture. The finish is persistent and clean.

112

IL BORGO CABERNET FRANC
BORGO SAVAIAN, FRIULI

€21.50

One of the first ‘international’ varietals planted in Friuli, Cabernet Franc has been popular in Friuli’s
vineyards for over 200 years. Stefano Bastiani delivers style, freshness, approachability and respect for
variety with this wine. Watch out for the intense flavours of a robustly structured Cabernet Franc.

113

BRICHET

€ 24.95

CASCINA GALLETTO, PIEMONTE

Gentle light wine reddish to pink in colour. Aromatic and fragrant scent with neat hints of cherries,
raspberries and strawberries. In the mouth, it is delicately sweet, fruity yet not sickening thanks to the
remarkable acidity, which enhances its fragrance.

114

BARBERA D’ALBA
FONTANABIANCA, PIEMONTE

€24.50

Barbera D’Alba very often reaches the finest quality, both on its lively youth and when showing it’s
noble qualities following moderate ageing. Produced with grapes from the Barbera vine, it has an
intense ruby-red colour, which, on ageing, develops dark red tinges.
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115

SORI BURDIN BARBARESCO

€69.50

FONTANABIANCA, PIEMONTE
The estate’s Barbaresco Sori Burdin is the estate’s flagship. A generous, expansive wine, it flows with
layers of dark fruit, smoke, tar, liquorice spices and sweet toasted oak all coming together beautifully
in this sumptuous, full-bodied Barbaresco. The tannins are firm, but beautifully integrated. A polished,
creamy finish rounds things out in style in this pleasing wine from Fontanabianca.

116

PRIMORO, ROSSO BERGAMASCA
VINI TOSCA, BERGAMO

€21.95

Ruby red colour with crimson nuances. Intense and elegant perfume with violet and mascara notes. It is
a fresh and fragrant wine. The wine refines in glass and it does not age in wood barrels. It has strong
fruity notes, a good structure and persistence.

117

ROSSO DEL LUPO, VALCALEPIO ROSSO
VINI TOSCA, BERGAMO

€26.95

This wine has a strong ruby red colour and an elegant perfume with violet, red fruits and sweet spicy
tunes. It has got a complex structure and its characteristics are improved by the oak tonneaux period
and by the last refinement period in the bottles.

118

BEMU’ RISERVA
VALCALEPIO RISERVA ROSSO
VINI TOSCA, BERGAMO

€ 34.95

The main characteristics of this riserva are elegance, balance and neatness. The tannins, the in-wood
passage and the alcoholic element are harmonically united in the refined woof of the Riserva. Its colour
is strong ruby red. The Riserva has got intense and complex perfumes with elegant spicy notes and red
fruit confiture and balsamic elements. Its taste is soft, refined and balanced with a complex structure
and a final note of liquorice.

119

SAGRANTINO DI MONTEFALCO
PLANI ARCHE, UMBRIA

€49.00

Sagrantino is one of the top wines produced in Umbria. Found only in this specific region, Sagrantino is
a complex varietal that Umbrian wineries are preserving through its traditional production.

120

ROSSO DI MONTEFALCO
PLANI ARCHE, UMBRIA

€26.50

The hills around Montefalco, to the south of Perugia in the heart of Umbria, represent the richest and
most varied grape and wine making district in the region. Sangiovese 60%, Barbera 25%, Sagrantino
15%. This wine is persistent, slightly tannic and becomes smoother with ageing.
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121

‘ENSEDA’ CHIANTI
TENUTA CANTAGALLO, TOSCANA

€ 21.50

With the primary grapes being Sangiovese and Canaiolo, Chianti’s typical flavours include cherry, plum,
strawberry, spice, almonds, tobacco, vanilla and coffee. Chianti matches well with well-seasoned food
and is often called a ‘fruity’ wine.

122

CHIANTI MONTALBANO
TENUTA CANTAGALLO, TOSCANA

€ 24.95

Chianti Montalbano belongs to the great family of Chianti wines. Also having its own personality, it
maintains the characteristic vinous scent with traces of violet.

123

CHIANTI MONTALBANO RISERVA
TENUTA CANTAGALLO, TOSCANA

€ 29.50

This wine is produced only in excellent vintages from a careful selection of Sangiovese grape of
vineyards with the best exposure. Both alcoholic and the malolactic fermentation take place in stainless
steel tanks and then the wine ages in oak barrels from Allier for twelve months. It goes on the market
three years after vintage.

124

CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA
CAPANNELLE, TOSCANA

€ 70.00

Sangiovese, Colorino, Canaiolo grapes. Aged 18 months in 16-hl. barrels in French and Austrian oak
Bouquet shows toast, coffee, chocolate, vanilla, red fruits. Body is a little astringent, warm, structured,
fresh, glucid tannins. Taste of iris, under grown, musk mixed with vanilla. Long and persistent with
intensity.

125

GAIOLE IN CHIANTI SOLARE
CAPANNELLE, TOSCANA

€ 95.00

An intense ruby red colour, with brilliant garnet hues, ample and lingering on the nose, aromatic with
hints of brushwood, musk, vanilla, almond, plum and magnolia. On the palate it os velvety and full
bodied with well-balanced acidity. Warm with rounded tannins, with a long life ahead of it.

126

ROSSO DI MONTALCINO
TENUTA DI SESTA, TOSCANA

€24.95

It is considered to be the younger brother of Brunello. Best drunk young, although it does last with
ageing. It shows an intense ruby red colour and reveals all its exuberance with notes of red fruit and
blackberry on the nose. On the palate, it is pleasing with good length and without aggressive tannins.
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127

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO
TENUTA DI SESTA, TOSCANA

€ 49.95

Pure Sangiovese from a selection of the best grapes of our vineyards, matured in 30hl Slavonian
oak barrels for 36 months with subsequent ageing of four months in the bottle. Uniting traditional and
modern technology, Brunello has always been a great wine, certainly important and a pleasure to
drink. When it is young itis rich in scents of fruit and flowers. When it has aged, it acquires ethereal
characteristics and offers a broad bouquet with an aroma of autumn leaves.

128

BRUNELLO DI
MONTALCINO RISERVA		
TENUTA DI SESTA, TOSCANA

€ 89.95

Sangiovese at its purest. It is produced exclusively in the best years. After ageing for 48 months in
30hl. Slavonian oak barrels it obtains its delicacy and roundness and develops its austere and imposing
aroma. It completes its evolution in the bottle for at least six months. It offers a fine and expansive
fragrance of red fruit and is strong and dense on the palate with long, balanced and elegant taste
embellished by a great tannin structure.

129

ROSSO DI MONTEPULCIANO
LE BERNE, TOSCANA

€ 24.95

Vino Rosso has always been produced in Montepulciano, but it obtained DOC certification only in 1989.
It is made with the same kind of grapes used to produce Vino Nobile, but it is younger than Vino Nobile.

130

VINO NOBILE DI MONTEPULCIANO
LE BERNE, TOSCANA

€ 36.50

The origins of Vino Nobile are very ancient, in XVII Century the poet Francesco Redi stated the
‘Montepulciano is the king of all wines”

131

VINO NOBILE DI
MONTEPULCIANO RISERVA
LE BERNE, TOSCANA

€ 55.50

During excellent vintages the wines from our best vets are dedicated to our reserve, which ages for
three years, two of which in barrel.
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132

BARCO REALE DI CARMIGNANO TENUTA
LE FARNETE, TOSCANA

€ 22.50

Carmingnano, whose red has already secured a place among wines. The hills of Carmingnano, dear
to the House of Medici, comprise Barco Reale, a vast territory that was once a hunting reserve. Today,
Barco Reale is the name of a fine wine produced by blending Cabarnet and Sangiovese grapes from
the area.

133

CARMIGNANO TENUTA
LE FARNETE, TOSCANA

€ 28.95

What makes Carmignano so distinctive is its centuries-old of blending international grapes such as
Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc with indigenous wine grapes. On the nose the wine is ample,
elegant, fine, persistent, fruity with sweet and spicy notes. On tasting one finds a soft, rich in texture, fat
and almost opulent wine with firm tannins. Long, persistent finish.

134

CARMIGNANO RISERVA TENUTA
LE FARNETE, TOSCANA

€ 39.50

							

Our riserva is born by a careful selection of Sangiovese (80%) and Cabernet Sauvignon (20%) grapes.
It has fermentation with long stepping. After the malolactic fermentation the wine ages in oak barrels for
a minimum of 12 months. Then it is bottled and refined in bottles for at least one year before being put
on the market. Serve at 18 deg. celcius in glasses for full bodied red wine.

135

MEZZAPEZZA, PRIMITIVO,SALENTO
TRULLO DI PEZZA, PUGLIA

€ 22.95

										
Ruby red with purple reflections, reveals to the smell a crisp intensity with fruity scents of marasca,
plum and a puff of tobacco emerging among the notes of the fruits. The syrup is beautifully pleasing
to the round body but absolutely agile thanks to its elegant freshness. Interesting closure with fruity
appeal.

136

SCRFOGLIO AGLIANICO, SALENTO
TRULLO DI PEZZA, PUGLIA

€ 24.95

									

The colour scheme is of a lively ruby. The nose reveals its strong intensity with a darker fruit
reminiscent of the Mediterranean scrub bloom grafted on a background with nice notes of pepper and
liquorice. The sip is dense, austere, of good freshness and supported by a firm but polished tannin that
accompanies it until closing.
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137

LICURTI - PRIMITIVO
€ 24.95
DI MANDURIA
TRULLO DI PEZZA, PUGLIA

								

Strong, deep ruby with grenade-colored reflections. The smell reveals an intriguing intensity with
a complexity to be discovered that opens on tones of dark fruit from the mature pulp and lets pass
through cocoa and tobacco notes on a laurel and myrtle background. On the palate it offers a silky, full
body, balanced by an always fresh note and tannins of fine elegance. Closing is persistent and turns on
the notes of aromas offered to smell.

138

STUPOR MUNDI

€ 39.50

AGLIANICO DEL VULTURE, CARBONE, BASILICATA

This wine is dedicated to Carlo d’Angio’, the great medieval king of Southern Italy. It come from
vineyards in Melfi at the feet of mount Vulture, on a volcanic soil at an altitude of 550 meters. This
vintage 2007 has full body and complexity; ripe tannins and long aftertaste.

139

400 SOME AGLIANICO
DEL VULTORE
€ 29.85
CARBONE, BASILICATA

Handpicked grapes between end of October and beginning of November traditional maturation over
skins for 10 days in small steel containers at controlled temperature. Wine is elevated in oak barrels and
refined in bottle for 12 months.

140

NERO D’AVOLA
BAGLIO CARUANA, SICILY

€ 23.95

									

Intense red colour. Intense of fine quality, it is characterized by a typical aroma of black cherry mixed
with rose petals. The taste confirms a soft and balanced wine, with good body and good harmony that
expresses the particular characteristics of the grapes from which it derives.

141

CABERNET MERLOT VILUCCHIO
BAGLIO CARUANA, SICILY

€ 23.95

Aromas of red fruit and spices. They evolve to black fruits and cassis flavours. Rich and full bodied with
a persistent aftertaste.
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FRANCE
142

PINOT NOIR

WOLFBERGER, ALSACE, FRANCE

€ 23.95

The wines made with Pinot Noir grapes are light and only slightly tannic, and can be served chilled or at
room temperature. It’s a wine to be enjoyed young but some of the barrel-aged vintages could benefit
from some ageing. With aromas of cherry, blackberry and even raspberry, it can easily be served with
red meats, certain cheeses and any charcuterie.

143

LES LAUNES CROZES HERMITAGE A.C.
DELAS FRERES RHONE

€ 49.95

									

The colour is a deep garnet red. The nose is essentially fruity, with strong aromas of cassis and plums, and a
touch of violets. This is an ample, well-rounded wine in the mouth that has sufficient tannins for ageing capacity.

144

LES CHALLEYS SAINT JOSEPH A.C.
DEAS FERRES, RHONE

€ 55.95

		

A ruby red colour. A seductive fruity note (raspberries and blackcurrants), with a delicate hint of wood. On the
palate the wine has good volume, and shows grippy tannins that are the true reflection of its genuine terroir.

145

SAINT ESPRIT COTES DU
RHONE ROUGE A.C.
€ 29.95
DELAS FRERES 2016, RHONE

										
Its deep colour has a dark, plum-like hue. The nose is classically Syrah, with berry fruit, violet, liquorice.
It has a full, rounded palate with delicate tannins, making it unique in the “cotes-du-Rhone” category.

146

SYRAH V.D.P.
DELAS FRERES, RHONE

€ 23.95

										
The colour is deep ruby red. The nose reveals powerful aromas of wild berries and spices, truly typical
from the ‘Syrah’ grape. On the palate, strong flavours of blackcurrant and red berries surround a
smooth fruit on the back of the wine. The finish has lots of personality.

147

VENTOUX ROUGE A.C.
DELAS FRERES, RHONE

€ 22.95

Its colour is a deep ruby red, showing garnet reflections while young. With its predominantly berry-fruit
bouquet, this wine shows the full aromatic power of these two noble grape varieties whilst retaining the
freshness imparted by well-controlled wine making.
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NEW WORLD WINES
PORTUGAL
148

DUORO TINTO
PORCA DE MURCA

€ 22.95

Clean, deep and bright ruby colour. Red fruit notes, red berries and cherries. On the palate, ripe fruits
flavours. Excellent structure, velvety, round and well balanced wine.

CHILEAN
149

CARMENERE
CASILLERO DEL DIABLO

€ 21.95

									

Aged in oak barrels. Dark and deep purple. Luscious fruit flavours. Dark plums and blackcurrant, black
chocolate with hints of coffee and toasted oak barrels. Notes of dark plums and spice, generously
framed by toasty American oak with a soft and well structured mouth filling texture.

SOUTH AFRICAN
150

PINOTAGE
KUMALA

€ 20.95

									

Bright ruby red. Dark, red berry fruit on the nose with some white pepper & mocha aromas. The palate
has rich nuttiness follows through on the palate. Good acid/tannin balance. Lingering aftertaste with a
touch of mocha.
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AUSTRALIAN
151

SHIRAZ CABERNET

€ 20.95

BADGERS CREEK

		

In a very pleasant, soft and strong taste of the wine is well expressed tones of cherry, blackberry and
blackcurrant harmoniously complemented by rounded tannins and well balanced acidity.

152

MERLOT
HARDY’S 75CL

€ 21.95

Light crimson with red hues. Fruit aromas of plum and cherry with dried herbs and subtle vanilla oak. A
soft medium bodied red wine showing generous plum fruit flavours, clove and nutmeg spice and vanilla
oak. This wine has a fine tannin structure which supports fleshy ripe fruit, subtle spice and finishes with
lingering plum and cherry flavours.

153

SHIRAZ, BIN 50

€ 24.95

LINDEMAN’S 75CL				

Vivid purple in colour. On the nose the wine displays aromas of vanilla, dark berry fruits with a hint of
peppery spice. The full bodied palate shows blackcurrant and plum flavours supported within a soft
tannin structure that makes this wine immediately approachable.

154

WOLF BLASS

€ 20.95

EAGLEHAWK SHIRAZ 			

								

A smooth, approachable red wine with bright, fruity aromas of blackcurrant, dark cherry and a touch
of vanillin oak. The palate is medium-bodied and fruit-driven, with red berry flavours and a soft, generous finish.

NEW ZEALAND
155

PINOT NOIR

MARLBOROUGH, MATUA VALLEY

€ 38.95

		
The vibrant crimson colour and aroma of sweet red cherry and strawberry hints at the layered, fresh and fruity
flavours in this Pinot. Bright and energetic to taste, it is brimming with layers of red fruit and bramble, seasoned
with a dash of spice and light toasty notes. The finale comes a fresh lingering finish that is simply moreish.
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